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LETTER FROM THE CEO
Are You Ready?

are ready to take on more. Ask questions. Continue to learn and
develop every day.

As we head into the final quarter of the
year, we should all be very pleased with
the progress we have made in the first
three quarters of 2016. As we look to 2017,
I challenge each of you to be noticed, to
stand out, to be a leader. If you accept this
challenge, I can promise there will be
many opportunities to grow, as TTI-FSS
strives to be the safest and best fabricator
and erector in our class.

Know where you want your career to take you. Look into our
different departments to see how they interact and connect.
Where do you see yourself? What skills do you need to improve
or develop to get you there? Let management know your goals
and plans. Ask how they can help you get there. Communication,
determination, and effort will help you achieve your goals.
Finally, in all cases, act professionally and be respectful toward
your co-workers, supervisors and customers. Approach each project and task with the attitude that what you are working on today
deserves your best effort. Build trust and a cooperative environment with your coworkers, and reinforce in their minds that you
are someone who can be counted on. Give your all every day.

I know many of you are very talented and work very hard. Unfortunately, that doesn’t always get you noticed. Your managers are
working just as hard and may overlook your potential. So how do
you become visible? When you have a problem, consider not only
informing your supervisor about it, but also bringing a solution.
Don’t wait to be told what to do. Look for ways to increase productivity, and improve quality and safety in your department. When
you present solutions or suggestions for improvement, you signal
your readiness to be a manager and leader.

As you can see, the pathway is not that difficult, but it takes consistent effort over the long term. So let’s start today! Let’s make the
fourth quarter a springboard into a very productive and successful
2017. I know many of you have the talent and ability to make this
happen. You have strong potential for a long and beneficial career
here at TTI-FSS. The question to answer is: Are you ready?

When opportunities arise to take on additional responsibilities,
don’t be afraid to step forward and let people know you have the
drive and ambition to do more. The more you learn, the greater
your skills become, and the more valuable you become to the
company. As tasks are completed, let your supervisor know you

Work Smart and Stay Safe,
David Hale
President/CEO TTI-FSS

MICHAEL SMITH NAMED COO
Michael Smith has joined TTI-FSS as
chief operating officer responsible for the
development of short- and long-term programs and strategies designed to improve
safety, quality and on-time deliveries.
He reports directly to CEO David Hale,
who, in announcing the new position,
said, “I’m pleased to welcome Mike Smith
to our team. His broad experience in
Lean implementation, for which he’s
COO Mike Smith
been recognized by such organizations as
the National Safety Congress, as wells as with industry awards
throughout his career.”

Mike spent nearly 20 years with Navistar, a leading international
manufacturer of commercial trucks, buses, defense vehicles and
engines, where he rose from Next Generation Vehicle program
manager in their Springfield, Ohio, facility to vice president of operations in Lexington, Kentucky. During his tenure, he held such
positions as defense plant manager, plant manager for commercial
distribution, distribution operations manager and operational excellence manager in Navistar facilities around the country. Along
the way, he obtained a masters certificate in project management
from the University of Wisconsin, Lean Enterprise Design certification from the University of Tennessee and his Six Sigma Master
Black Belt certification from Qualtec.
Mike earned an MBA from Concordia University, Portland, OR,
and a BA in business management and humanities from Antioch
University Midwest, Yellow Springs, OH. He has been deeply
involved in community service throughout his career through
such organizations as Feed the Homeless; St. Petersburg Salvation
Army; Portland Battered Women’s Shelter; Louisville, KY, Summer Bridge; and Spring field, OH, Soup Kitchen.

“I am proud to be a part of the TTI-FSS team,” Mike said.
“Brand recognition and partner relationships have propelled
TTI-FSS’ success for over six decades. With our continuing
growth, our focus will be to develop a high performance culture
in a spirit of continuous improvement toward our quest for
True North.”

ON THE
COVER

TTI-FSS day shift and night shift teams are in the process of updating crude, gas, oil, water and other
miscellaneous storage tanks in St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands in the Caribbean. The work includes wind girder repairs,
bottom patching, roof replacements, fire foam line repairs and replacement and tank piping repairs.
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TTI-FSS AWARDED NEW PROJECTS
• Petroamerica Terminal SA (PATSA): Relocation of 8,800 feet
of 10- to 20-inch diameter pipes, Panama (See page 6)
• Sunrail Phase II Railroad Bridges: Two 62-foot long fully
assembled railroad bridges, Orlando, FL
• I-4 Ultimate: Approximately 3,000 tons of steel bridges, 		
tub girders and plate girders, Orlando, FL
• New 30,000-barrel fuel tank and one fuel tank internal 		
floating roof conversion, Freeport, Bahamas
• Hard Rock Casino Expansion: Two 94-foot long steel 		
plate girders, Tampa, FL

• Four fuel tank internal floating roof conversions, 			
Houston, TX
• Interstate Highway 295 express lane widening: Fabricating 		
and installing approximately 230 tons of steel plate girders, 		
Jacksonville, FL
• One fuel tank internal floating roof conversion, Collins, MS
• Interstate Highway 75 bridge over State Route 50:
Approximately 1,470 tons of steel plate girders, 10 feet,
6 inches deep x 300 feet long, Tampa, FL
• Mechanical repairs to one 55 feet in diameter x 48 feet 		
high fuel tank, Columbus, GA

TTI-FSS OWNER REPRESENTATIVE
FOR ASFALTOS MESOAMERICANOS
AT MEXICO INDUSTRIAL PARK
TTI-FSS has been named owner representative by Asfaltos MesoAmercanos S.A. de C.V. for the Dos Bocas Industrial Park project in
Paraiso, Tabasco, Mexico.

tation for the BUS panels, analog and digital systems, data transfers and communications.
According to TTI-FSS International Sales Director Federico
Rivas, “TTI-FSS’ reputation for on-time, on-budget and quality
craftsmanship on the jobs we’ve completed for their stakeholders
in the US was their primary consideration in deciding to have
our company ensure the work performed by local companies in
Mexico meets the same parameters.”

TTI-FSS will be responsible for overseeing the civil, mechanical
and electrical engineering aspects of the asphalt terminal expansion, designed to accommodate 600,000 barrels (25.2 million
gallons) of gasoline and diesel products.
The civil engineering portion of the project includes earthworks
grading; four ring foundations; concrete pilings, pipeline supports,
bund walls and loading rack slabs; internal roads; and three buildings housing administrative offices,
firefighting equipment and pumping
stations.

The project began May 11, 2016, and is expected to be completed in
16 months.

The mechanical engineering scope
includes four 150,000-barrel API 650
tanks for gasoline and diesel; a pipeline
for the ship loading dock; multiple
pipelines for the tank farm and loading
racks; and five multi-product loading
rack pipelines.
On the electrical engineering side,
TTI-FSS will oversee the creation
of the power supply for the products
pumps and firefighting system pumps;
the lighting for the three buildings and
the loading racks; and the instrumen-

As owner representative for Asfaltos MesoAmercanos, TTI-FSS is overseeing critical engineering
aspects of an asphalt terminal expansion, which broke ground in mid-May in Paraiso, Tabasco, Mexico.
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TTI-FSS BRIDGE PROJECTS
UNDERWAY IN NJ, FL

A detailed drawing of one of the tower replacements for New Jersey’s WittPenn Bridge

New Jersey
TTI-FSS’ fabrication of the WittPenn Bridge, which
replaces the span over the Hackensack River between
Kearny and Jersey City in New Jersey, is moving rapidly
through fabrication, according to Project Manager Casey
Morey. Two massive counterweight boxes are nearly 80
percent complete and work on both the east and west
towers is well underway.
This project, which uses 4.26 million pounds of plate
steel, underscores TTI-FSS’ ability to manage, produce
and deliver complex projects across its four Florida facilities. All four components for the WittPenn Bridge are
expected to be shipped from the TTI-FSS Tampa Port
facility late this year.
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One of four of the WittPenn Bridge middle leg sections under fabrication
at TTI-FSS facilities in Tampa

This plan shows the lifting beam for the challenging erection of the bridge
sections requiring a two-crane pick.

Florida
TTI-FSS provided the erection plan and engineering
and shipped and erected six bridge sections making
up the new pedestrian bridge connecting the Orange
County Convention Center to the Hyatt Regency Hotel
in Orlando, FL.
The deck of the bridge was poured prior to shipping
to the site, which posed a unique challenge for picking
up the sections. TTI-FSS devised a lifting beam to bolt
to the bridge girders’ bottom flanges and lugs, which
were placed so the lifting slings would miss the concrete
decks during the crane picks. Due to the size, weight,
and site conditions, four of the six sections had to be
erected with two cranes. The bridge was fabricated and
delivered on time, and the resolution for the erection
challenges was a great success.

The largest among the six bridge sections erected at the Orlando site was
139 feet, 5 inches long x 8 feet, 11 inches wide x 3 feet, 6 inches tall and
weighed approximately 243,000 pounds.

The largest section for the Orlando pedestrian bridge en route from Tampa to Orlando
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PATSA PANAMA
PROJECTS PROGRESS

New pipelines connect to fuel tanks at PATSA’s Panama terminal.

TTI-FSS is tackling two projects for Petroamerica
Terminal SA (PATSA) in Panama. One entails the
internal modification of a jet fuel terminal and the
other the relocation of eight pipelines.
At the jet fuel terminal, TTI-FSS installed new pipelines connected to tanks and a loading rack as part of
the modifications to improve the terminal’s capabilities for storing different types of fuel products. The
scope of the project also included civil and electrical
work
An expansion of the container area at Vasco Nuñez
de Balboa port in Panama has required the relocation
of eight existing pipelines. TTI-FSS, which is also
responsible for the civil engineering on this project,
is installing a total of 8,800 feet of carbon steel pipe

New pipelines connect to jet fuel tanks and a loading rack to improve fuel
products storing capabilities.
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TTI-FSS installed new carbon steel pipelines on steel supports for the
PATSA project.

and high density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe 10 to 20
inches in diameter in a new route running on steel
between supports and in buried sections on the site.
The TTI-FSS team for these projects includes Project Manager David Aldana, Job Superintendent Ronald Lopez, Quality Control Supervisor Gerson Lopez,
Administrator Teresa Canas and 20 international and
local crew members.

Eight pipelines have been relocated as part of an expansion project at the
Panama port of Vasco Nuñez de Balboa.

The TTI-FSS team prepares to bury sections of the new PATSA pipeline.
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SOUTH RIDING POINT
TERMINAL REPAIRS COMPLETED

The TTI-FSS Statoil crew celebrating completion of the Statoil South Riding Point Internal floating roof installation: (l. to rt.) Romeen Taylor, Hector
Ruano, Tristian Smith, Maurice Barr, IFR Superintendent Donna Black, Cecil Similen, Calvin Rolle, Anthony Russell, Glenville Hana, Ryan Ducombe,
Henry Simeon, Virgilio Forbes, Carlos Turcios, Trevor Sands, Omar Carabali and Hermenegildo Alonzo. Not pictured: Rosebel Lopez, Roosvelt Lopez,
Rafael Franco, Miguel Aponte Leonard Muthra and Crisantos Asig.

TTI-Bhicam recently completed upgrade repairs to
Statoil’s South Riding Point Terminal crude petroleum
storage tank, which measures 290 feet in diameter and
66 feet tall. The scope of work included the demolition of the tank’s external floating roof and floor,
installation of a new tank floor and pipeline, erection
of a dome roof and the installation of a new DISCUS
internal aluminum full contact floating roof.
TTI-FSS Project Superintendent Donna Black, who has
installed a number of DISCUS internal floating roofs
(IFRs), oversaw the project and trained the local Freeport, Bahamas, crew in the intricacies of IFR installation. The project was completed in record time to help
return the tank to service according to schedule.

The DISCUS internal aluminum floating tank roof was the first of its
kind to be installed in Freeport, Bahamas, at the Statoil South Riding
Point Terminal. It includes 942 panels and approximately 33,692 feet of
bolted seams.
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NEW HIRES BROADEN
TTI-FSS EXPERIENCE BASE
DAVID EMULES NEW CORPORATE MAINTENANCE MANAGER

Corporate Maintenance
Manager David Emules
Corporate Maintenance
Manager David Emules

David Emules brings 30 years
of maintenance management
experience to his position as
corporate maintenance manager
with TTI-FSS, where he is responsible for managing, directing and coordinating all aspects
of maintenance and preventive
maintenance across the company’s four Florida locations.

David spent nearly 20 years with Cummins Inc., manufacturers of engines, filtration and power generation
products, where he rose to maintenance and operations manager for six of the company’s manufacturing
facilities in southern Indiana. He holds a BS in public
safety administration from Grand Canyon University
in Phoenix, Arizona, and certifications in Six Sigma
Green Belt, QS 9001 and Total Productive Maintenance (TPM).

NATE SIMPSON TAKES ON EHS SHOP DIRECTOR ROLE
TTI-FSS has added Nate Simpson to its executive staff as environmental health and safety
(EHS) shop director responsible
for monitoring and improving
safety practices across the company’s four shop facilities.

and Mining Safety & Health Administration (MSHA)
compliance and workers’ compensation mediation, in
addition to managing day-to-day operations. Earlier he
was with Lynch Oil in a similar post for five years.
Nate holds numerous professional certifications, among
them OSHA, MSHA and Hazard Communication. He
also has served as a member of the Walt Disney World
Safety Committee and was the 2009 winner of the
Amerisure Safety Resource in recognition of unique
safety enhancements. He attended Georgetown College
in Georgetown, Kentucky.

Nate was most recently safety
and health director with a major
Florida construction firm, where he was involved with
Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA)
EHS Shop Safety Director
Nate Simpson

OTHER NEW ADDITIONS
Jessica Cleary has joined TTI-FSS as assistant project
manager responsible for assisting in planning, management direction, project completion, quality, safety and
client satisfaction on a variety of projects. She was most
recently project manager at Michigan Fab & Engineering and CBP Fabrication, Inc. and a property preservation specialist with ASON’s Construction in the Detroit
area. She attended Oakland Community College and
Mott Community College.

Vanessa Pineda is now responsible for counter sales with
TTI-FSS. She previously held positions as an industrial
engineer analyst with THB of Honduras-KenSa LLC
and in materials advanced planning with Kyungshin
Lear in Honduras. She holds a degree in industrial and
systems engineering from UNITEC Laureate International Universities, Honduras.
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TTI-FSS FOSTERS WELDING EDUCATION
Randy Kelley, TTI-FSS’ head of employee recruiting and
development, was among the key speakers at the Hillsborough Community College (HCC) Applied Welding Technologies graduation ceremonies in August. He was joined
at the event by retired TTI-FSS Welder Willie Poole, who
is now an instructor for the HCC welding program.

“Programs like HCC’s Applied Welding Technologies are
invaluable resources for recruiting the welding workforce
of the future. It is an accredited college course where graduates earn an AWS certification in various processes and
weld joint designs.”
In the 1,170-hour program, which includes classroom work
coupled with shop floor time, students are taught and required to put into practice the skills needed in print reading
for welders, understanding weld symbols, the different
types of weld joints, welder helper skills, shop etiquette,
work ethic, SMAW, GMAW, FCAW, and GTAW welding
processes, along with many other usable tools for a successful career in the welding field.

The program graduates represent a rich talent resource
for TTI-FSS, which employs some 60 certified welders at
its four Florida facilities, with many more employed in the
company’s field division and a number currently training
in welder/fitter helper, robotics and machine operator
positions.
In his address, Randy said, “According to the American
Welding Society (AWS) and many trade publications, the
welding industry faces a shortage of 290,000 - 400,000
operators by 2024, primarily because of the aging of current
welders and the lack of incoming skilled workers. The
industry is addressing the problem by training more welders, requalifying existing employees, building skills, and
increasing current welders’ productivity.

“At TTI-FSS,” Randy added, “we are excited to partner
with organizations such as HCC to offer new welders an
opportunity to come on board to train, grow, be mentored
and become a part of the many opportunities the structural steel industry offers. TTI-FSS has no plans to slow
its recruiting of top shelf talent as our business expansion
continues.”

TTI-FSS TEAM TALK
CASEY MOREY GETS CLASS A GC LICENSE

Casey Morey has been awarded his
Florida General Contractors Class
A License, the highest contract certification in the state. This allows
him to construct buildings four stories and higher, as well as conduct
civil work on those sites.

Safety Star recipients are awarded a certificate, a designated parking space and a $100 gift card.

QUARTERLY SAFETY RECOGNITIONS AWARDED

Pat McCully, a welder/helper at the Adamo shop, was
cited for his safe operation of overhead cranes,
his new employee
training efforts and his
consistent adherence to
excellent safety standards.

One employee at each of TTI-FSS’ three shop facilities in Tampa received special recognition for their
exceptional safety practices during the second quarter.

Arthur Gonzalez, an operator at the Port facility,
was recognized for con-
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Nate Simpson (r), EHS shop safety
director, presents Port Operator
Arthur Gonzalez with the Safety
Star award.

Welder/helper Pat McCully (l)
earned the award for his exceptional safety practices at the TTI-FSS
Adamo shop.

tinually exceeding safety
standards by following
safe equipment operation procedures, properly
handling materials and
wearing personal protection equipment at all
times.

Ybor facility Fitter
Dean Sharrieff earned
the second quarter award for executing proper safety
procedures in all aspects of his job and training new
employees.
According to Nate
Simpson, EHS shop
safety director, “Safety is
of paramount importance
here at TTI-FSS, so every
employee is eligible for a
Safety Star award any time
they go above and beyond
when it comes to using
good safety practices.”

Fitter Dean Sharrieff (r) accepts
the second quarter Safety Star
award from Nate Simpson.

SAFETY IS COOL

TTI-FSS Staffers Celebrate at July 4th Luncheon
Day and night shift staffers were invited to feast on
traditional Fourth of July fare at the Celebration of
Safety picnic lunch prior to the holiday weekend.

Key TTI-FSS executives, including CEO David Hale,
COO Mike Smith, and Adamo Plant Supervisor Jay
Moyer, as well as in-house safety experts Lift Safety
(HSE) Director Les Bernier, EHS Shop Safety Director
Nate Simpson and Employee Recruiting and Development Director
Randy Kelley, addressed the groups
at the three Tampa
facilities.
In their remarks,
the speakers noted, EHS Shop Safety Director Nate Simpson
(r) sports a Safety Is Cool neck wrap during
“TTI-FSS would
his talk on the value of safe work practices
like to thank each
at the July 4th lunch at the Adamo facility.
and every one of
our hard-working employees. We all have a hand in
making this company a success and today we want
to celebrate our own. Hard work, dedication, loyalty
and commitment all play a huge role in what makes
TTI-FSS a thriving entity. Together, we can make
this the best place to work in the industry and in all of
the Tampa Bay area.”
Each employee received a cool neck wrap sporting
the TTI-FSS logo and the “Safety Is Cool” slogan.
“The message we are relaying is safe work practices
keep us all working hard on a daily basis and going
home to our families at the end of the day. We are
all co-workers and need to look out for each other.
Recognize, communicate and eliminate hazards
together daily for a zero accident workplace.”

COO Mike Smith encourages Port workers to continue their safe work practices at the July 4th Safety Is Cool celebration.
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ANNIVERSARIES

Welder Cleveland Campbell,
20 years

Welder Louissant Cange,
15 years

Fitter Jose R. Salazar,
15 years

Adamo Bay 4 Foreman
Jose Castro-Cordero, 10 years

WELCOME NEW EMPLOYEES
SHIPPING/RECEIVING FOREMAN - John Wuestewald
QC TECHNICIANS - Ivaylo Hristov, Thomas Jasper and
Tommy Panks
WELDING FOREMAN - Doug Buzbee
LEAD WELDER - Kenya Bates
AUTOMATED MACHINES OPERATOR - Pedro Rivera
WELDERS - Richard Andregg, Scott Chaney, John Herrera,
Virgil Johnson, William Perez-Borroto, Jose Ramon-Rivera,
Derrick Sauls, Jamaul Thomas, Khamsouk Thongvan

FITTING HELPERS - Michael Bailey, Orlando Edge,
Jesse Fisher, Bobby Helms, Ashley Holder, Renato Lozano,
Jose Madera, William Morgan, William Sanders, Jeason Santiago,
Jason Stacey, Germain Stewart
SUPPORT HELPERS - Charles Gyory, Franz Hayward
YARD SEMI DRIVERS - Rosendo Rico-Paz and Donald Williams
DOCUMENT CONTROL SPECIALIST - Gina McBee
JANITOR - Stephan Henry
YARD SHUTTLE DRIVER - Lee Hoffhaus

WELDING HELPER - Kenneth Lockler

YARD OPERATOR - Daren Davis

FITTERS - Timothy Cooms and Antonio De Jesus

FIELD LABORER - Steven Szykulski

VISIT TTI-FSS
AT UPCOMING
TRADE SHOWS

SUBSCRIBE TO
SPARKS & REMARKS

Heavy Movable Structures (HMS), Booth 30
September 19 – 22
Marriott Waterside, Tampa, FL

To receive your print or electronic copy of
our quarterly newsletter, go to www.tti-fss.com
and add your name to our distribution
list on our Contact page.

NISTM – Aboveground Storage Tank
Trade Show, Booth 313
September 28 – 29
Moody Gardens Hotel, Galveston, TX
API Tanks, Valves and Piping Expo , Booth 604
October 10 – 13
Aria Hotel, Las Vegas, NV
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